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I.

Introduction

In September 2014, a group of forty-three students were forcibly disappeared in Iguala,
Mexico.1 The devices of a group of experts subsequently investigating this mass
disappearance, including for possible governmental involvement, were targeted for
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infection with NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware.2 Evidence suggests that these spyware
attacks “were clearly intended to compromise the privacy and integrity of the [...]
investigative process.”3 The spyware attacks against the investigators of this mass
disappearance is only one illustration of the intimate link between spyware and human
rights abuses. These abuses have included enforced disappearances, as spyware has
facilitated states’ ability to conduct unlawful surveillance, track dissidents and their
associates, and interfere in investigations related to disappearances.
Investigations by research groups such as the Citizen Lab and Amnesty International
have uncovered that states around the world, ranging from Saudi Arabia to Rwanda, are
using new surveillance technologies to monitor human rights defenders, journalists, and
political opponents, among others. The global spyware industry which has contributed
to the proliferation of these new surveillance technologies has been characterized as
“out of control,”4 “assisting state suppression,”5 “undermining freedom,”6 and “a threat to
democracy.”7 These new technologies have allowed states to expand their surveillance
capabilities to an unprecedented degree, particularly through the ubiquity of cell phones
and other devices that can relay information about a target’s location, private
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communications, and other activities. Technologies touted by activists, human rights
defenders, and scholars8 as essential tools for democratization and the proliferation of
human rights have thus been transformed into tools of oppression by this mercenary
spyware. Without intervention, the use of spyware will only further proliferate and create
an increasingly insecure world for human rights defenders, journalists, and government
critics.
The Citizen Lab welcomes the opportunity to submit to the UN Working Group on
Enforced and Involuntary Disappearances (“Working Group”). The Citizen Lab is at the
forefront of investigating and reporting on abuses of mercenary spyware. Our
submission highlights the capabilities of spyware and the nature of the spyware
industry; how surveillance technology is used to violate fundamental human rights, and
more particularly how it is related to enforced disappearances; and we provide
recommendations for states, spyware companies, other businesses, civil society, and
the Working Group.9
II.

What is mercenary spyware?

Spyware is a form of malware that allows an operator to gain access to—or hack—a
device and extract, modify, or share its contents. Spyware may also be referred to as
“intrusion software,” “offensive cyber capabilities,” or “access as a service.”10 Devices
can be infected with malware through several different vectors. First, infections can
occur through socially engineered links, or “exploit links,” in which malicious links are
designed to trick targets into clicking them. Once clicked, the malware targets software
8
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vulnerabilities, allowing the malware to be installed without the target’s consent or
knowledge.11 For example, a lawyer who represented former president Carles
Puigdement of Catalonia was successfully infected with Pegasus spyware after clicking
a link which appeared to be an app update.12 Second, devices can be infected with
zero-click exploits, in which no action has to be taken by the target for the spyware to
infect their device. For example, a target’s phone may be infected after receiving a
phone call that they do not answer.13 In 2020, the Citizen Lab found that the phones of
thirty-six journalists, executives, and others working at Al Jazeera were infected with
Pegasus from what was likely a zero-click iMessage exploit.14 Third, spyware can be
manually installed on a user’s phone. Evidence suggests that UAE officials at a Dubai
airport manually installed Pegasus spyware on Jamal Khashoggi’s wife’s phone in a
matter of minutes.15
Depending on the sophistication of the spyware, an infection may give the perpetrator
full access to a target’s device. The Citizen Lab has reported that a Pegasus infection
gives state actors access to all of the target phone’s content and passwords, as well as
the ability to download files, listen to telephone calls, track the target’s location, and
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remotely turn on the microphone and camera.16 These infections can even successfully
target encrypted calls and messages.17 Similarly, when Candiru spyware infects a
device, it can extract files and messages from encrypted apps, as well as cookies and
passwords, and can use the target’s Cloud accounts to send and post messages,
making it appear as though the target sent them.18 Hacking Team’s (now rebranded as
Memento Labs) Remote Control System spyware can also collect data from devices,
including files, encrypted communications, and passwords. Their spyware can remotely
activate microphones and cameras.19 Gamma Group’s FinFisher spyware can access
data from various apps, including contact lists, files, and geolocation, in addition to
monitoring communications from encrypted applications.20 FinFisher can also send
targets silent calls (known as “SpyCalls”) to listen to the phone’s surroundings.21
III.

Background on the spyware industry

The spyware industry has thrived over the course of the last decade, as states are
increasingly buying and using surveillance technology. The industry was valued at an
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estimated 12 billion dollars in 2018,22 and NSO Group’s spyware alone has been
identified in forty-five states.23 In 2016, there were “over five hundred companies
developing, marketing and selling [digital surveillance] products to government
purchasers.”24 Every aspect of the industry is cloaked in secrecy, from who buys and
sells the products,25 to the secret trade shows which promote the spyware,26 to the
names of the spyware companies.27 Companies who sell spyware tend to operate using
a complex sales structure including multiple corporate entities operating from a range of
countries, making it difficult to monitor and report on their activities, in particular where
companies are applying for and receiving export licences.28
There is very little regulation of the commercial spyware industry at domestic or
international levels, allowing private surveillance corporations like NSO Group to
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operate largely without scrutiny. Export control is currently the primary regulatory
mechanism that impacts the commercial spyware industry at a global level. The
Wassenaar Arrangement is a non-binding, multilateral export regime with forty-two
participating states. The regime sets out controls on the export of dual-use
technologies, which includes “intrusion software” and “IP network communications
surveillance systems.”29 Participating states are to implement these export regulations
domestically through legislation. The regime has been criticized as woefully inadequate
in addressing human rights concerns associated with the mercenary spyware industry.
States may be slow or reluctant to implement controls, and the regime is non-binding.30
The Arrangement is not concerned with exports that will infringe on human rights or
have a negative impact on such rights. As summarized by Dr. Ronald Deibert and Sarah
McKune:
“[e]xport regulations do not prohibit the trade in spyware; rather,
they establish a licensing framework that relies entirely on
informed and unbiased decision-making by national-level export
authorities. They are designed to account for security
considerations while also facilitating commerce to the extent
possible. There is simply no guarantee that licensing parameters
and decisions in any given state will properly account for human
rights concerns.”31

Beyond the regulation of dual-use exports, there is no specific regime addressing the
international trade of mercenary spyware and few countries have adopted domestic
29
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legislation that specifically covers the use of Pegasus-like spyware by government
bodies such as law enforcement and intelligence agencies.32
Spyware companies typically deflect criticism by framing their technology as tools to
combat terrorism and crime.33 Notably, NSO Group has used the fact that they sell their
product exclusively to governments as both a justification and a marketing tactic. They
further claim that the company “only sells to ‘vetted government agencies’ for use
against terrorists and major criminals.”34 Reports by civil society organizations and
journalists paint a different picture. Amnesty International’s Secretary General has
argued that NSO Group’s justifications are not credible when considering the number of
activists, journalists, and other members of civil society under unlawful surveillance,
noting that “the company can no longer hide behind its claims when its spyware is
clearly being used for repression on a global scale.”35 NSO Group is not the only
spyware company with significant discrepancies between their affirmation for human
rights and business practices, however. Hacking Team also claimed that they would
“refuse to provide or cease providing products or services to entities that Hacking Team
believes uses its products to violate human rights.”36 Despite such a policy, Citizen Lab
32
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findings suggest that Hacking Team’s products kept being used by Ethiopian authorities
to target Ethiopian journalists in Washington, even after widespread reporting on the
issue by various news outlets and research groups.37 After the company’s servers were
hacked in 2015, data released by WikiLeaks showed that the company was engaged in
or considering business with a variety of repressive regimes.38
Mercenary spyware has repeatedly been used against civil society, journalists, and
political opponents rather than only people committing crimes.39 States with poor human
rights records, such as Hungary and Saudi Arabia, are Pegasus customers.40 Spyware
has also been used to spy on other governments, presenting significant national and
international security risks. For example, French President Emmanuel Macron and a
device in UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson’s office have been targeted by Pegasus
spyware.41 In May 2022, Madrid announced that the devices of Spanish Prime Minister
Pedro Sánchez and Defense Minister Margarita Robles had been infected with Pegasus
spyware. The infection of Sánchez’s device was the first confirmed instance of a
37
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European or NATO leader being successfully hacked.42 Moreover, spyware technology
intended for government use does not always remain in the hands of governments.
Reports by The Guardian have shown that some Mexican government officials helped
Mexican drug cartels procure mercenary spyware, including spyware by NSO Group
and Hacking Team.43
Both authoritarian and democratic governments have purchased spyware
technology—Pegasus customers include Saudi Arabia, Poland, Mexico, Rwanda, and
Germany.44 The United States’ Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has admitted to
buying Pegasus, though the FBI claims not to have used it.45 Importantly, human rights
abuses linked to mercenary spyware are not limited to authoritarian governments. In
April 2022, the Citizen Lab uncovered that spyware had been used to infect the phones
of at least 65 Catalan activists and politicians as well as their friends, families, and
associates between 2015 and 2020.46 Evidence suggests that the Spanish government
is behind the attacks. It was also revealed in December 2021 that Pegasus spyware
had been used to infect the devices of Polish government critics.47 The Polish
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government admitted to having bought the spyware, but denied using it for “political
purposes.”48 Targets included Krzysztof Brejza during the 2019 election in which he
headed an opposition party’s campaign; Roman Giertych, a lawyer who represented the
former prime minister of Poland and current leader of an opposition party; and Ewa
Wrosek, a prosecutor who has been fighting against Polish judicial reforms that threaten
the separation of powers.49
IV.

Dangers and risks posed by mercenary spyware for human rights
defenders

Mercenary spyware poses grave risks to human rights defenders both domestically and
transnationally and has met widespread criticism regarding the heightened risk of
human rights violations. The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) recently
stated that spyware “has the potential to cause unprecedented risks and damages not
only to the fundamental freedoms but also to democracy and the rule of law.”50 Notably,
the use of spyware can lead to violations of the rights to privacy, freedom of speech and
assembly, and life, liberty and security.
Spyware has been shown to significantly curtail the rights to freedom of expression and
assembly, which are guaranteed under Articles 19(2) and 21 of the International
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Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (“ICCPR”).51 The use of spyware creates a
chilling effect in civil society, as it leads to self-censorship and other types of behavioural
modifications.52 Importantly, human rights defenders may self-censor because of the
threat of surveillance, and not only when they are actually being surveilled.53 Cognisant
of the spectre of surveillance, human rights defenders may choose to self-censor to
avoid jeopardizing their safety and the safety of their loved ones.54 They may also
self-censor for fear of having confidential communications heard.55 The contents of a
target’s phone can also be used to blackmail or intimidate activists, further
compounding the risk of self-censorship. Both the threat and the actual use of
mercenary spyware technology therefore impedes democratization efforts, the
advancement of human rights, and “helps preserve [the] status quo” by censoring actors
trying to hold governments to account.56 For example, spyware has become an
51
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important weapon in the arsenal of Bahrain, which since the Arab Spring, has sought to
quell any unrest and activism that threatens the regime.57
The use of spyware also has negative impacts on press freedom. Journalists, whose
work is essential to keeping governments accountable, have proven to be vulnerable to
spyware. In 2021, the Pegasus Project revealed that at least 180 journalists have been
targets of Pegasus spyware.58 In Mexico, there are numerous examples of egregious
attempts to silence journalists that involve the use of spyware. In 2017, the Citizen Lab
confirmed that between January 2015 and August 2016, Pegasus spyware targeted
eleven people, including journalists. Most of these targets were “involved in
investigating or working on reports of high-level official corruption, or government
involvement in human rights abuses.”59 In 2017, after Mexican journalist Javier Valdez
was killed, two of his colleagues were targeted with Pegasus spyware. The next week,
Valdez’s wife, Griselda Triana, was targeted multiple times with the same spyware.60
These examples are part of a broader pattern of spyware abuse against journalists in
Mexico,61 and an even broader pattern globally. Hungarian journalist Syabolcs Panyi
claims that spyware leads to journalists being “treated as criminals” rather than as
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essential components of a properly functioning state.62 This dynamic contributes to the
erosion of press freedom and by extension to the weakening of democracy.
The arbitrary use of surveillance technology also violates the right to privacy, which is
protected under Article 17(1) of the ICCPR.63 Civil society organizations have explained
that mercenary spyware “impacts the right to privacy by design: it is surreptitious,
deployed without the knowledge of the rights holder, and has the capacity to collect and
deliver an unlimited selection of personal, private data.”64 These types of privacy
violations are harmful to the dignity of the targets.65 Spyware also renders it practically
impossible for human rights defenders to undertake the sensitive work they do in safety
and privacy. The violation of the right to privacy is therefore intimately linked to the right
of free expression and association because of the chilling effects which arise from
surveillance.66
Victims of this type of surveillance can experience significant psychological harms.67
Mohammed al-Tajer, a lawyer from Bahrain who experienced government surveillance,
explained that “the worst and most harmful thing is you feel you are not secure. That
instead of your phone being your friend, it is now your enemy. You don’t know what
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information is private, and what is already exposed to the state, this is painful.”68 The
psychological impacts on women are particularly severe. Access Now explains that
personal information obtained through surveillance is used against women human rights
defenders in ways that are exacerbated by “political, societal, and gender power
asymmetries.”69
Mercenary spyware also threatens the physical safety of human rights defenders, which
is a violation of the guarantee of life under Article 6(1) of the ICCPR, and to the right to
liberty and security of the person under Article 9(1) of the ICCPR.70 Spyware can allow
states to access a target’s physical location and their private communications. This
technology therefore poses a direct risk to the individual target, and an indirect risk to
the target’s contacts, such as other activists, family, and friends, through access to
contact lists and other information on a device. Forensic Architecture has “linked
Pegasus to three hundred acts of physical violence.”71 Several UN experts have raised
the alarm about the “life threatening” use of spyware.72 UN Special Rapporteur David
Kaye has also noted that surveillance of human rights defenders and targets by states
“has been shown to lead to arbitrary detention, sometimes to torture and possibly to
extrajudicial killings.”73 This has been echoed by Michelle Bachelet, UN High
68
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Commissioner for Human Rights, and Agnès Callamard, the UN Special Rapporteur
who investigated Khashoggi’s murder.74
Through access to the contents of a target’s device, state actors can collect evidence to
be used against the target in criminal proceedings. Evidence obtained through spyware
can also be used against a target in torture and interrogations. This happened to
Loujain Alhathloul, who had her phone infected with spyware. Contents from her private
communications were mentioned in both her charging documents and during her torture
and interrogation by Saudi authorities.75 Similarly, Moroccan journalist Hajar Raissouni
and her husband, Rifaat Al-Amin, both had their phones targeted with Pegasus
spyware. In 2019, they were arrested and repeatedly interrogated about things which
could only have been learned through surveillance on their private devices.76 Moreover,
because state actors may have the ability to remotely control a target’s device, they
could plant incriminating evidence on the device and subsequently use that evidence
against them.77
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Spyware also has important transnational implications, as surveillance technology
makes it easier for states to extend their reach across borders. State repression of
activists abroad using the digital sphere has been dubbed “digital transnational
repression.”78 States have increasingly turned to digital technologies, including spyware,
to “harass, intimidate, silence, persecute, or otherwise pursue activists and dissidents
living outside the country.”79 This type of repression is increasingly common, as the use
of spyware to infect devices has made it more difficult for dissidents to fully escape their
states’ influence; human rights defenders can no longer evade state surveillance by
settling abroad. Indeed, the Citizen Lab has found that it is “a relatively common
practice” for states to use spyware against targets beyond their borders.80 Surveillance
technology also facilitates transnational surveillance of perceived threats to their regime
given spyware’s relatively low cost and effectiveness.81 Mercenary spyware thus
facilitates digital transnational repression and increases governments’ ability to threaten
targets psychologically and physically.
It is highly unlikely that targeted surveillance of human rights defenders with spyware
could meet requirements under international human rights law for restrictions on the
rights to privacy and freedom of expression, among others. Such restrictions must be
provided by law and be legitimate, necessary, and proportionate. The UN Human Rights
Committee has concluded that “restrictions [on the right to freedom of expression] may
never be invoked as a justification for the muzzling of any advocacy of multiparty
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democracy, democratic tenets and human rights.”82 The EDPS has concluded that the
use of technology like NSO Group’s Pegasus spyware by European states was “highly
unlikely” to meet the requirements of proportionality that are part of the EU Charter of
Fundamental Rights. It observed that: “The level of interference with the right to privacy
is so severe that the individual is in fact deprived of it.” Because the use of this
technology affects the “essence” of the right to privacy, the EDPS concluded that its use
“cannot be considered proportionate – irrespective of whether the measure can be
deemed necessary to achieve the legitimate objectives of a democratic state.”83
V.

Relationship between mercenary spyware and enforced disappearances

Mercenary spyware has been linked to instances of enforced disappearances. The
inherent secrecy surrounding both the use of mercenary spyware and enforced
disappearances makes the study of their relationship challenging. More information
about the use of spyware is coming to light, however. The following case studies
highlight that mercenary spyware facilitates enforced disappearances: spyware allows
states to surveil and locate targets, find incriminating evidence, and spy on the
associates of the forcibly disappeared person, making it more difficult to conduct
investigations and to prepare for legal proceedings in relation to the enforced
disappearance.
Spyware has been linked to the enforced disappearance of Loujain Alhathloul, a human
rights defender and prominent women’s rights activist from Saudi Arabia. In 2018,
DarkMatter spyware was used to infiltrate Alhathloul’s phone, “surveil her movements,
and exfiltrate her confidential communications for use against her.”84 On May 13, 2018,
82
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Alhathloul was arbitrarily detained in the United Arab Emirates and forcibly rendered to
Saudi Arabia, where she was placed under a travel ban.85 On May 15, she was arrested
by Saudi officers and imprisoned, where she was interrogated, tortured, and threatened
with rape and murder.86 While Alhathloul was being interrogated and tortured, “her
interrogators mentioned details regarding Ms. Alhathloul’s communications that were
available through unlawful access to [her] device.”87 Her private communications were
also featured in her charging documents.88 Alhathloul is no longer in prison, but is still
under a travel ban in Saudi Arabia. Under her suspended sentence, she can be
returned to prison if she continues to engage in activism.89 In 2021, Alhathloul filed a
civil action against the Emirati cyber-surveillance company DarkMatter Group and
American citizens who held senior positions at the company for their role in her arrest
and imprisonment.90
Another example is the high-profile case of Khashoggi, a journalist and critic of the
Saudi government who was assassinated by Saudi authorities in Turkey on October 2,
2018. People close to Khashoggi had been targets of Pegasus spyware before and
after his murder. Khashoggi’s wife, Hanan Elatr, had her phone infected with Pegasus
spyware before the murder, between November 2017 and April 2018. She believes that
surveillance through her phone may have made it easier for Saudi officials to track
Khashoggi.91 Khashoggi’s fiancée, Hatice Cengiz, was targeted with Pegasus spyware
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four days after his murder.92 Omar Abdulaziz, who was a close associate of Khashoggi,
also had his phone infected with Pegasus spyware prior to Khashoggi’s assassination in
2018.93 The surveillance may have informed Saudi officials of “sensitive plans he had
been developing with Khashoggi” in their activism against the Saudi government.94
Khashoggi’s murder is part of a broader campaign by Saudi officials to use digital
transnational repression in their pursuit of repressing dissent abroad.95 The use of
spyware facilitates that campaign and makes life more dangerous for dissidents.
Spyware is also linked to the case of Paul Rusesabagina, who has long been an
outspoken critic of Kagame’s government in Rwanda.96 In August 2020, Rusesabagina
was forcibly disappeared on a layover in Dubai on his way to Burundi.97 A few days
later, he was imprisoned in Rwanda for purportedly “financing terrorist activities.”98 His
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daughter Carine Kanimba, who is a dual Belgian and American citizen who resides in
Belgium, claimed that the charges against her father were fraudulent and politically
motivated, and had been advocating for his release.99 Amnesty International discovered
that Kanimba’s phone had likely been infected with Pegasus spyware since January
2021.100 The Rwandan government had been listening to her phone calls with lawyers,
members of the Belgian, British, and European Parliaments, and US officials.101
Rwandan officials also revealed that they knew about legal plans discussed privately
between Rusesabagina’s family and their lawyers.102 Surveillance therefore made it
difficult for lawyers to work confidentially. In addition to undermining efforts to free
Rusesabagina, Kanimba also argues that the spyware is being used as “an intimidation
tool.”103 Indeed, states often use surveillance and other intimidation tactics against
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family members “because of their ease for the origin state and degree to which they can
affect the target.”104
In 2017, the International Federation for Human Rights and the French Human Rights
League filed a complaint with French authorities against a French spyware firm formerly
known as “Amesys” and now known as “Nexa Technologies.”105 They claimed that “the
company’s sale of surveillance software to authoritarian regimes in Libya and Egypt that
resulted in torture and disappearance of dissidents” made the company’s executives
complicit.106 In June 2021, four senior executives were indicted by investigating judges
of the Paris Judicial Court.107 The surveillance technology was supplied to Egypt’s
regime under Abdel Fattah al-Sisi in 2014.108 The spyware they supplied made it
possible to surveil and track, and in some cases, to forcibly disappear activists.109 This
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complicity is further compounded by the fact that the executives knew that their spyware
would be used to surveil dissidents.110 This represents an important first instance in
which mercenary spyware sellers may be held accountable for the human rights abuses
which are perpetrated with the use of their products.111 It is also a recognition of the
important link between spyware and enforced disappearances.
VI.

Mitigation of risks and dangers

Actions by a confluence of actors are necessary to mitigate the risks and dangers of
mercenary spyware technology. States and spyware companies have obligations which
they must discharge to protect dissidents and others from the devastating impacts of
surveillance technology. Other businesses must also mitigate the risks that their
products can pose to individuals if they are exploited by the spyware industry. Further,
civil society plays an important role in revealing cases of abuse, advocating for
accountability, and in supporting human rights defenders targeted with mercenary
spyware. In the following section, we outline best practices for these actors.
a. States
States should implement a moratorium on the sale, transfer, and use of mercenary
spyware technology until there is sufficient regulation of the industry. There is
consensus on this point among civil society actors. This was recommended by the
United Nations (UN) Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of the right to
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freedom of opinion and expression in 2019.112 Other human rights experts at the UN
pressed the importance of a moratorium in 2021, noting that it is “highly dangerous and
irresponsible to allow the surveillance technology and trade sector to operate as a
human rights-free zone.”113 This same point has been argued by civil society
organizations, including Amnesty International and Access Now.114 Costa Rica became
the first country to support this type of moratorium in April 2022.115 These actors decry
how the use of spyware has increased the ability of governments to violate human
rights of dissidents and other actors in civil society without much scrutiny. Without
regulation, the spyware industry has proliferated with devastating impacts. A
moratorium is essential to prevent further proliferation of human rights abuses before
effective and impactful regulations are implemented.
In July 2021, civil society organizations and independent experts signed an open letter
calling for a comprehensive legal framework to be implemented if a moratorium is
lifted.116 Robust regulations are needed to regulate the import, export, and use of
surveillance technology. UN Special Rapporteur David Kaye and Marietje Shaake have
warned that “[w]e are on the precipice of a global surveillance tech catastrophe, an
avalanche of tools shared across borders with governments failing to constrain their
112
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export or use.”117 Currently, there are very few standards and regulations in place, so
that mercenary spyware is being bought and sold with little oversight or regard for the
human rights practices of its customers. Attempts to legislate and regulate so far have
been criticized as being a positive step forward, but not ambitious enough to address
the breadth of the problem.118 Comprehensive regulations must thus be enacted to
outline the contours of acceptable use of mercenary spyware in a way that respects the
rights to privacy, freedom of expression and assembly, and physical security.119
Robust global export controls should govern cross-border transfers of surveillance
technology. This legislation should define surveillance technology broadly so that it
captures the various types of spyware on the market.120 It must also be flexible enough
to capture new surveillance technologies as they emerge.121 Export licences for these
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technologies should be contingent on the recipient’s compliance with human rights
obligations.122 Human rights due diligence requirements should also be a feature of this
legislation, and there should be “little or no discretion for state authorities to authorize
exports to regimes likely to use surveillance technology to violate human rights
domestically or transnationally.”123 Export licences for surveillance technology should be
made publicly available to ensure public oversight.124
These regulations must contribute to limiting authoritarian states’ access to spyware so
that their ability to conduct domestic and transnational repression is curtailed. States
have so far been reluctant to address the growing use of spyware by authoritarian
regimes in ways that violate fundamental human rights. However, regulating the
spyware industry in a way that protects human rights necessarily involves limiting the
ability of authoritarian governments to abuse mercenary spyware.
Transparency should be a central feature of the export control regulations of
surveillance technologies. This is crucial to be able to track the proliferation of these
technologies as well as to ensure state accountability.125 These regulations should
include disclosure requirements “identifying companies that are producing surveillance
technology, to whom they are selling, and what products are being sold.”126 State
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procurement of spyware should be made public, and should involve input from
stakeholders, including civil society actors. Moreover, states should only procure
spyware from companies that do not sell to regimes that abuse their products.127
Governments should also encourage public oversight by being responsive to freedom of
information requests related to the use of spyware.128
The legal regime should establish independent oversight over the deployment of
spyware to ensure accountability.129 Because so many states are implicated in the
spyware industry as buyers and users, it is essential that an independent oversight
mechanism plays a role in ensuring that states and spyware companies comply with
legislation and human rights obligations. The Citizen Lab has argued that there is a
“principle of misuse” which posits that “when the technology is sold to a government
without sufficient oversight, it will eventually be misused.”130 An oversight mechanism
should therefore investigate instances of misuse, with the power to compel the
production of evidence so that they can carry out their investigations effectively. This
body should have the authority to impose punishment on wrongdoers, and regulate
which actors can have access to surveillance technologies based on their compliance
with human rights obligations.131 Moreover, when the oversight mechanism finds cases
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of misuse, the legislation should provide an accessible avenue for the victims to obtain
remedies.132
b. Spyware Companies
Under the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights,
companies—including cyber-surveillance companies—must respect internationally
recognized human rights.133 This responsibility requires companies to undertake due
diligence to ensure that their products and services are not used by their clients in a
way that infringes human rights.134 Surveillance companies such as NSO Group have
stated that they are respecting human rights in “all aspects of [their] work”;135 however,
they have continued to perpetrate abuse despite the implementation of human rights
policies. The evidence is clear that NSO Group, for example, has repeatedly sold
spyware to repressive regimes despite widespread reporting on the misuse of their
spyware.
This disregard for human rights demonstrates that self-regulation by spyware
companies will be ineffective without robust legal safeguards that are implemented at
the state and international level. Therefore, there needs to be both domestic and
international regulations, as well as transparency and disclosure requirements which
are enshrined in law, in addition to independent oversight of the offensive security
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sector. Without legislation and associated enforcement mechanisms, it is unlikely that
these companies will fulfill their human rights obligations or will be held accountable for
human rights violations.
c. Other Businesses
Businesses beyond the spyware industry also have a role to play in mitigating the risks
associated with spyware. Some businesses may have a heightened responsibility to
mitigate these risks because their product may provide a platform which facilitates
surveillance. For example, Apple’s iPhones provide a conduit for surveillance
companies to reach targets when they are infected with spyware.136 Similarly, devices
may be infected with spyware through malicious links sent on Meta’s WhatsApp
platform.137
To mitigate risks, businesses must take appropriate measures to protect their products’
users from spyware attacks.138 Businesses should act quickly and transparently to
address vulnerabilities in their systems that can increase risk to their users and should
notify the targets of state or state-related spyware attacks and direct them to
appropriate resources. For example, in 2019, WhatsApp discovered that NSO Group
had been exploiting a vulnerability on their platform to target users. WhatsApp quickly
patched the vulnerability, and worked with the Citizen Lab to identify “over 100 cases of
abusive targeting of human rights defenders and journalists in at least 20 countries
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across the globe” and notify targets.139 Similarly, when the Citizen Lab alerted Apple in
2021 that NSO Group’s spyware was exploiting security vulnerabilities in their software
to conduct surveillance, Apple quickly patched these vulnerabilities and notified the
victims.140 Apple also pledged to donate $10 million dollars, as well as “free technical,
threat intelligence and engineering assistance” to organizations engaged in pushing
back against digital surveillance.141 There are also legal avenues that businesses can
take to increase accountability for the spyware industry. Businesses should bring
forward lawsuits against spyware companies that misuse their products to target
individuals.142 Apple and Meta have both brought forward lawsuits against NSO Group,
which may contribute to deterring spyware companies from exploiting their systems in
the future.143 Penney and Schneier argue that such lawsuits “may lay the foundation of
new possibilities for corporate accountability, beyond mere public shaming via media
coverage.”144
d. Civil Society
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Civil society, including research groups, non-governmental organizations, and
journalists, are critical to ensuring accountability for the use of spyware. Research
groups such as the Citizen Lab and Amnesty International, and news organizations
involved in the Pegasus Project have been central in bringing state abuses of spyware
technology to light. Indeed, UN Special Rapporteur David Kaye noted that “our
knowledge of the problem exists mainly because of the digital-forensic work of
non-governmental researchers and tenacious reporting by civil society organizations
and the media.”145
Civil society organizations should continue to push for a moratorium on the sale,
transfer, and use of mercenary spyware as well as for the subsequent enactment of
norms and rules on the deployment of spyware that meet the standards set by
international human rights law. These organizations should continue to be central actors
in raising issues in domestic and international settings. Civil society also has a crucial
role to play in raising awareness on digital security issues by engaging with activists and
others working on issues relating to enforced disappearances, including activists’ family
and friends. Moreover, civil society organizations must be granted sufficient resources
to continue to effectively carry out this work.
VII.

Recommendations

We propose the following recommendations to the Working Group on Enforced or
Involuntary Disappearances.
Recommendation 1: Highlight the role of spyware in perpetrating human rights
abuses in the upcoming thematic study and condemn the abuse of spyware by
states.
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Spyware has shown to be an important feature of enforced or involuntary
disappearances. This is highly concerning, as the market for surveillance technology
has grown quickly over the past decade, which has made dissidents and their relatives
more vulnerable to surveillance. It has also increased the insecurity of exiled dissidents
abroad, since spyware facilitates digital transnational repression. As spyware is one of
the tools that enables enforced disappearances, it is crucial to emphasize the role of
this new technology in the upcoming thematic study to alert the international community
to the dangers of spyware, and to avoid further normalization of the abuse of spyware.
We recommend that the Working Group condemns this abuse by governments and
spyware companies. We also recommend that the Working Group encourages a
moratorium on the sale, transfer, and use of spyware until the adoption of
comprehensive domestic and international legislation and regulation to curb these
abuses.
Recommendation 2: In meetings with states and in international fora, explain how
the work of human rights defenders—including those working on enforced
disappearances—is seriously endangered by spyware and contradicts the
obligations of states under the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from
Enforced Disappearance.
New surveillance technologies pose a serious risk to human rights defenders and their
work. Spyware is used to surveil, track, and collect information on potential victims of
enforced disappearances. Spyware has also been used to impede investigations and
legal challenges in relation to enforced disappearances. Spyware is thus a tool which
can both lead to enforced disappearances and make it more difficult for relatives of a
forcibly disappeared person to investigate their disappearance. More broadly, spyware
facilitates human rights violations, including violations of freedom of expression and
assembly, privacy, and the right to life, liberty and security.
We recommend that the Working Group emphasizes the abuses and dangers raised by
the unchecked proliferation of mercenary spyware during country visits and in other
discussions with governments. During these discussions, the Working Group should
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stress state obligations under the Declaration on the Protection of all Persons from
Enforced Disappearance. Notably, Article 2(2) of the Declaration outlines that states
“shall act at the national and regional levels and in cooperation with the UN to contribute
by all means to the prevention and eradication of enforced disappearances.”146 States
should be informed that one of the crucial means to prevent enforced disappearances is
the regulation of the spyware industry, by making spyware less accessible and ensuring
consequences for misuse. States are also not permitted to “practice, permit or tolerate
enforced disappearances” and must take measures to prevent enforced
disappearances in their jurisdictions.147 States should be pressed to protect
individuals—in particular, dissidents and their relatives—in their jurisdictions from
unlawful surveillance that may be linked to enforced disappearances.
We recommend that the Working Group emphasizes the capacity for spyware to
facilitate human rights violations, including in relation to enforced disappearances, when
addressing governments and international bodies and to highlight this issue to the UN
Human Rights Council. We recommend that the Working Group facilitate further
research into how spyware may be impairing the work of human rights defenders,
particularly in relation to enforced disappearances, and connect human rights defenders
with appropriate resources to address the threat of spyware, such as Access Now’s
Digital Security Helpline.
Recommendation 3: Investigate what further support human rights defenders
working on enforced disappearances need in addressing the risks raised by
spyware.
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We recommend that the Working Group engages in consultation with human rights
defenders to find what further support is needed to protect themselves against spyware
attacks and related human rights violations. Upstream preventative measures may
include providing technical training and support to human rights defenders and other
vulnerable targets of spyware attacks.148 Technological, legal, and investigative support
should be given to the relatives of forcibly disappeared persons, as spyware can be
used to intimidate them or otherwise impede their efforts to find forcibly disappeared
persons. It is also vital to increase access to justice for victims of spyware misuse,
including those who have been targeted in relation to an enforced disappearance.
Concrete steps that can be taken by the Working Group include pushing for the
establishment of legal avenues for complaints both domestically and internationally.149
These avenues should be both efficient and affordable so as not to create additional
barriers to victims of spyware misuse.150
Recommendation 4: Join research and advocacy groups in pushing governments
to regulate the global spyware industry.
Research and advocacy groups have been at the forefront of the movement to uncover
abuses related to the global spyware industry. Not only has their work revealed the
nefarious implications of these new surveillance technologies, but they have worked
closely with technology companies and victims of spyware. As such, they have
important insight into how best to regulate the spyware industry. We recommend that
the Working Group collaborates with these groups in the push for regulation of the
global spyware industry at the domestic and international levels.
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The Working Group has previously denounced both state reliance on national security
concerns such as terrorism to justify engaging in enforced disappearances, as well as
the silence of other states in the face of this impunity.151 Similarly, national security
concerns have repeatedly been used to justify the unlawful use of spyware, with little
response from other states. This has contributed to the proliferation of human rights
abuses, including enforced disappearances. In pushing for regulation, the Working
Group should join advocacy groups in emphasizing the need for transparency and
accountability mechanisms as central features of regulation. These would be important
measures to address impunity in relation to enforced disappearances.
VIII.

Conclusion

Spyware is a growing threat to democracy and human rights around the world, and
contributes to egregious abuses, including enforced disappearances. The international
community must grapple with the devastating impacts of spyware on human rights
defenders and others as the threat of government surveillance is no longer constrained
by geographical boundaries. Left unchecked and unregulated, spyware will continue to
be used to flout human rights, as international and domestic laws are failing to keep up
with technological developments. We urge the Working Group to adopt the above
recommendations: to highlight the role of spyware in the upcoming thematic study;
explain how spyware negatively impacts human rights defenders and their work;
investigate how to further support human rights defenders who are at risk of
surveillance; and join research and advocacy groups in advocating for comprehensive
regulations of the global spyware industry. As noted by Marietje Schaake, we must “find
ways to govern technology in democracy’s image.”152
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